
CHAPTER IV

DIRECTION OF JUSTICE: JUDICIAL ACTIVISM IN

THE WORK-WORUD

The Constitution and Statutes are not complete in themselves for the 

protection of rights and interests of individuals. In the modern system of 

governance, to make the rights effective, interpretation of the provisions of law 

guaranteeing the rights are of greatest importance. Judiciary utilizes all its

knowledge and resources to the best so that the individuals' shall not suffer a
. .  . t  ...

wrong. The judiciary has gone a long way to protect poor '^ d  innocent, to 

make them free from the claws of injustices and social dogmas. If there is 

absence of law in any area thereby leaving a legislative vacuum^ it has to.’be 

filled by the directions of the Courts so as to b'ê  fclioS^eH as preceden a law 

is enacted’to fill the vacuum.

Indian judiciary has taken positive steps .to ensure, that-the •workers shall 

not suffer a wrong encroaching upon their rights:.There'are..yariousi decisions 

where he Courts, particularly the Supreme Court-and’‘the High-Courts,-have 

delivered opinions in favour of better protection of-'Working miass;*On'many 

occasions the Courts have interpreted non-justiciable rights-under the'<Directive 

Principles Chapter of the Constitution of India to test-the-rights of workers and 

protections available to them under the generaMegislatiohs-. -The-cases being 

innumerable cannot be cited in their entirety* b'ut -the * glimpses-- of -some
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important "decisions can be shown by categorizing them" under soriie broad 

heads. But before this, it is important to discus's-the powers'of the Courts and 

limitations thereof

Like any other policy, labour policy too is not unqualified/Any labour 

legislation should not be inconsistent with or in derogation o f  the Fundamental 

Rights. To the extent of such inconsistency it is void^' ''Fuither the rights are
 ̂ ,v  ̂ , ,

enforceable by the Courts under Articles 32 and '226 'and cannot' Be''denied in 

the case of violation of Fundamental Rights. The Corikitutiohal ‘powers of the 

Supreme Court and the High Courts cannot be'taketf away or'whittle^'d^ by 

any legislation^ but. at,the same time where,adequate';..alternative.;remedy* is 

availablCj.the Court,will,‘unless fundamental■ rights Wuhvolvedi refuse!)to issue 

a writ. Therefore an alternative remedy is no 'bar'w here the' violation'of 

fundamental right is involved. Apart from powers urider.A'rticl^'226;'the High 

Courts have the power of superintendence, over ialh cburtsiahdi tribunals; The 

power of superintendence over judicial and quasi rjudicial ofd'ersl should .not 

interfere unless there is any graveniiscarriage of justice' orl flagrant ̂ violation of 

law requiring interference.^

The Supreme Court has power under Article-i36‘‘6f tHe of

India to grant special leave of appeal from any-judgment,'decreei^ determination 

etc. Though, the .power was traditionally -exerdsefconly^'in^-matters of

' A rticle  13, T h e  C onstitution o f  India 
 ̂R a j  K r i s h n a  B o a s e  v . B ' m o d ^  A IR  1964 SC  2 0 2
 ̂Ram Roop v. Vishwanath, AIR 1958 All 456
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A ' ! 1 , 1  ‘ j ‘ i  ‘ ”  • ‘ ‘

jurisdiction but later the scope was enlarged to cover various matters as a 

result of judicial activism.

Bonded'Labour:

The Feudal exploitative system i^esulting in domination of a few socially 

and economically powerful persons over the large riunibdf b f  illitefat^rsocially 

and economically weak people spells the very' Concept' of "bonded labour 

system. In this system the debtor or his descendants or dependants’ have to 

work for the creditor without reasonable wages or no wages. Sometimes 

several generations work under such bondage.. Such a system, has-deep roots'in 

our county because of poverty, illiteracy and social backward'ness' of a large 

chunk of its population and various dogmas prevalent in the society. The 

judicial activism has'resulted in trackins of heir deen rooted problem in our 

society.

A landmark decision in the area of bonded/labour ■caiiie4hij5<j«̂ //2wa 

M iM  Morcha v. Union o f  India. In this case the Supi*eme’ Court stretched its 

protective arms to various aspects of the problem'.such as .-its-identification, 

release .and rehabilitation. This case demonstrates-the;.benevolence>iof the 

Supreme Court for the downtrodden and at the.same time^tHe callousness;of the 

executive, for such vulnerable section of the society.-The -Goveirmient'in this

S ee  B h a r a t  B a n k  v . E m p l o y e e s  o f  B h a r a t  B a n k ,  A IR  1950 SC  118
* A IR  1984  SC  802
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case raised a preliminary objection that no fiindamental right was violated. The

Court rejected he convention. Justice Bhagwati observed:^

“When n complaint is made on behalf of workmen that they are 

. lield in bondage and are • working and. living in miserable
• I i i  i  ;  ‘  ' ! IJ . •

conditions without any proper or adequate shelter over their 

heads, without any protection sun and rain, without tow square 

meals per day or with only dirty water falling from ‘nallah’ to 

drink', it is difficult to appreciate how such a complaint can be 

thrown out on the ground that it is not violative of the 

fundamental rights of the worlanen.Jt is the ŝflmdam^  ̂

every one in this country, assured.under (the.interpretation given
I p > * . , \  ̂ ' i

to Article 21 in Francis case (AIR 1980 SC 849) to live with 

human dignity, free from .exploitation.* .The^iright,ito.;livecwith 

human dignity enshrined in Article 21 derives titSi life, breath froni 

the Directive Principles of State Policy.and-particularly Clauses 

(e) and (f) of Article 39 and Articles 4.1 . and i 42 l and-at-least

therefore, it m ust include  p ro tec tion  o f  healthi a n d '‘Strength^ o f

. -j: -
workers, > men ;and'women and of tender'age of ̂ children-againk-^ 

abuse,'opportunities-and facilities-for children to^'develop in ̂  a 

healthy manner and in conditions /of . freedom ivand-v.dignity;- 

educational facilities; just and humane*, conditionsi o f >work.and *

/̂6/rfal811
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maternity relief. These are the minimum requirements which 

must exist in order to enable a person to live with human, 

dignity.”

Though no advance economic consideration was made in this case, the 

court interpreted the provisions of Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 

1976 and observed that if a labourer is made to jDrovide forced' labour, the 

Court would presume that be as required to o so in considefatidh o t an'advance 

or other economic consideration.

The Court pointed out that the .State,, Goyernment.^wasj under an 

obligation to identify, release and rehabilitate the bonded labour^r^s.uThe writ 

petition was allowed and the Court inter alia directed the State Government 

(Haryana) to do the following;

il. Constitute Vigilance Committee<'in each.:isub ^division, of a

district, as required by Section-13aofj'the-Bonded -Labour 

■System (Abolition) Act, \946;.^o iii .

2. Instruct the District Magistrates to take' up the work of

identification of bonded labourers as on top priority, map out 

areas of concentration of bonded- labourers,“ and •■assign task 

forces for their release;
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3. Take the help of non-political social action groups and 

voluntary agencies for the implementation o f the Act; and

4. To draw up proramme for rehabilitation.

It may be noted that though the State is under a duty to implement 

Court’s directions there is no stringent law in this regard' and as such in cases 

like this it is neither feasible for the Court to keep the case pending for a long 

time, nor it is feasible for the Court to initiate contempt proceeding. The 

helplessness of the Court peeped in the judgment when the Court stated;

“If any of these directions, is not. propedy xamedjput.by^ithe

Central Government or the State of Haryana y ,̂p/i§hall;take serip „

view of the matter”

In Neerja Chaudhury v. State o f  M.PJ ab.out|,135 bonded labourers had 

been released from bondage b the courts .order and:*.broughti.>backi to their 

respective villages in the State of M.P. for rehabilitation.-Later-it. was found 

that most of these labourers vvere not rehabilitated- and were-starving. 

Accepting a writ petition, Justice Bagwati observed:-

“The plainest requirement of Articles >«21';>and^-\23sfi;of\ th e :

Constitution is that the bonded labourers mustv.beiidentified.and

 ̂AIR 1984 s c  1093
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released and on release, they must be suitably rehabilitated. The 

Bonded Labour System (Abolition) Act, 1976 has been enaeted 

pursuant to the Directive Principles of State Policy with a view to 

ensuring basic human dignity to the bonded labourers and any, 

failure of action on the part of the State , Gpvemment in 

implementing the provisions of this legislation would be the 

clearest violation of Article4 21 apart from Article 23 of the 

Constitution.”

The Court accordingly directed the State Government to representation 

of the non political social action groups in the Vigilance Committee to identify,
,  . ; 1 N - l O  i \  '  v  i . i ' - • i  i  i . \  . t

release and rehabilitate the bonded labourers. The Court said that the job of 

deciding the nature of rehabilitative assistance rested upon the Vigilance 

Committees. Thus the Court took the realist approach in tackling the socio- 

economic problems of bonded labourers instead of using usual legal and 

formalistic approach.

In P. Shivaswamy v. State o f Andhra Pradesh^ the Supreme Court 

stressed that the failure to provide effective rehabilitation of identified bonded 

labourers would not only lead to frustration among thpm but would further 

worsen their position. The Court feared that uprooted bonded labourers form 

one place are likely to be subjected to the same mischief at another place. The

* 1988 Lab IC 1960 (SC ), cited  In Suresh C Srivaslava, “Constitutional Protection'lo JVeaker and 
Disadvantaged”, V ol. 42:2^' JILl (2000)
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result would be that the steps taken by the Court would be rendered ineffective 

and there would be mounting frustration among the bonded labourers.

The Court further observed that laws however beneficial they may be 

are difficult to be implemented unless the requisite social consciousness has 

grown. The Court warned the State of Karnataka that “the matter shall be 

strictly viewed in the event of continued failure.”

In ihc above cases recourse was laken inter alia  to Article 21 of the 

Constitution and the Court has taken the view that the failure of action on the 

part of the Government to implement the provisions of the Bonded Labour 

Syustem (Abolition) Act, 1976 is violation of Article 21. This no doubt is a
.. . _ ................ ... I . ' ' l'<i'\\! I j

broadened scope of Article 21 but if such socio-ecOnoniic'conditions are shown 

to exist in the Country even today as not sufficient to provide safety to the very 

persons who build civilizations, the Courts are bound to , broaden the arms of 

justice to draw the working people under the protective umbrella of Article 21.

Child Labour:

In a country with vast economic disparity, like ours .the employment of 

children becomes common. They are at times employed in hazardous activities 

and are exploited by the profit makers for their personal: gain. They are paid
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low wages, denied breaks, made to work for long hours and exploited in all 

possible ways.

The Courts have shown their concern in the child workers too. In 

People’s Union fo r  Democratic Rights v. Union o f  IndicP the Supreme Court 

has ruled that Article 24 is enforceable against everyone and by reason of its
‘  5)  i I i ■ . . ’  ,

compulsive mandate no one can employ a child below 14 years in a hazardous 

employment.

The common sight in India of employment of children in construction 

works has been prohibited by the decision of the Supreme.Gpurt in Salal Hydro 

Project V.  State o f  Jammu and Kashmir}^ The Court opined that construction 

work is a hazardous employment and no children below the age of 14 can be 

employed in such works. The employment. of children* :in''construction work 

was held to be in violation of Article 24.

In M.C. Mehta v. State o f  Tamil ■ 'where the'employment of

children in the manufacture of match boxes in violation of various 

Constitutional and Statutory provisions was involved, the Court observed:

® 1982 sc 1473  
AIR. 1984 SC  177  

"  1996 (6) s e e  75 6
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“Till an alternative income is assured to the family, the question 

of abolition of child labour would really remain, a will-o-the-, 

wisp.”

■ The Court further added that- if it was the scheme o f .the Constitution to 

exclude the employment of children from the. hazardous works, if they,are to be 

educated till the age of 14, if the tender age of children is .not,to,be.abused and 

citizens are not forced by economic necessity to enter avocations, unsuited to 

their age, and if children are to be given opportuni.Ues.and facilities to develop 

in a healthy manner and childhood is to be protected against.exploitation the 

least we ought to do is to see to the fulfillment.of legislative intendment behind 

the enactment of the Child Labour (Prohibition and Regulation). Act, 1986.

The right of the children against employment (in hazardous works) is 

not sufficient unless he has the fundamental right to'education. The Supreme 

Court'in Mohini Jain v. State o f  Karnataka^^ has recognized (primary,education 

as a part o f Article 21. The Court in this case has stressed on the obligation of 

the State to endeavor to provide education facilities at all. levels. However in 

Unni Krishnan v. State o f  Andhra decision, given ̂ by ̂ the same

court a year later4he: right to education was; heldq-to-'be’'available^'till the 

completion of 14 years and which thereafter was held-td-be subject to‘the limits' 

of economic capacity and development of the State.‘Thus childreh are-not only

’^ A I R 1992 s c  1858  
'^ (1 9 9 3 ) 1 s e e  6 45
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entitled to protection against employment in hazardous works, but at the same 

time are also guaranteed right to education till the completion of the age. of 14 

years. Through this the Court has logically directed the State to move towards 

eliminating child labour in all employments.

Contract Labour:

Contract labour is charactirised by low wages, longer hours of work, 

unsanita’17 working conditions, denial of benefits and facilities, insecurity of
I #

tenure, victimization etc. This is one of the most exploited sections of 

workforce: They are not entitled to benefits and amenities to which the regular 

workmen-are entitled. There is w ide‘disparity'*ih'dmbliihiehts and‘working 

conditions between these workers arid their ̂ cduriterpaits ’ vvorking 'oh regular 

basis.

With an aim provide security to contract labour, to abolish contract 

labour in the areas where it is possible to abolish and in other areas where such 

abolhion is not possible to regulate the employm'ehts, legislative measure has 

been taken*'*. The judiciary has also taken positive^'steps 'in'this' direction. In 

Peoples Union fo r Democratic Rights v. Union o f  India^^ the Supreme Court of 

India held’that the violation of the provisions of Contract Labour (Regulation 

and Abolition) Act, 1970 and denial of 'the rights ^ndi protections'therein ̂ is

S ee  Contract Labour (R egulation  and A b olition ) A ct, 1970  
Supra note  9
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violative of Article 21 of the Constitution of India. The Court opined that the 

provisions under the Act are clearly intended to ensure basic human dignity to 

the workmen and if the workmen are deprived of any of these rights and 

benefits, that would amount to violation of Article 21.

In Air India Statutory Corporation v. United Labour Union^\ the 

Supreme Court of India delivered a landmark judgment on contract labour. The 

Court ruled that after abolition of the contract labour system; if the principal 

employer fails to absorb the working labourers on regular basis the workmen 

can seek redress under article 226 of the Constitution of India y moving the 

High Courts. The workmen have a fundamental right to life. Meaningful right 

to life springs fi*om continued work to earn livelihood. The right to 

employment therefore is an integral facet of rightto life.. >

Women Workers:

Women play an important role in economic' and social ’ life. The 

problems relating to the employment and conditions'of work'is a concern that 

binds workers both men and women yet, especially-with regard to women 

special attention to certain aspects of the problems inherent in the work sector 

is desirable. Promotion of the conditions and facilities at their workplace to 

place them on equal footing to men counterparts in terms of opportunity and

AIR 1997 SC 645
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treatment in economic and social life- and insuring that their partition in 

economic and social life does not adversely affect their health and welfare and 

their maternity are two broad bases on which the problems of women workers 

can be viewed.

The welfare of women constituting a huge segment of the workforce in 

our country has been an area of vigil for the judiciary. The Supreme Court in 

Government o f  A. P. v. 1\V. Vijay Kumar^^ explaining the inserting of Clause 

(3) to Article 15 of the Constitution of hidia observed'^:

The insertion of Clause (3) of Article 15 in? relation to, women is 

recognition of the fact that for centuries, women of this> country ■ 

have been socially and economically handicapped. As a result 

they are unable to participate in the socio-econoniic activity of 

the nation on a footing of equality. It is in order to eliminate this

socio-economic backwardness of women-and to empower them
.*'1 > , . . .

in a manner that would bring about effective equality between 

men. and women. Its object is to strengthen and improve the • 

status of women.

For the protection of working women the long 'arms of justice have 

reached different areas to ensure that the existing laws complied with. Further

'"A IR  1995 sc 1648  
Ibid at 1651
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in areas where there existed a legal vacuum, the courts have evolved measures. 

through directions.

Sexual Harassment of Women Workers at Workplace;

Workplace is the place where discrimination based ^on sex is most 

commonly found. Sexual harassment of working' women is none of such 

discrimination. It often includes the use of'position of power by the hafasser 

towards the victim. Often the employers or seniors are to the perpetrators of 

such acts. Though the feminist thinking has succeeded in drawing public 

attention, too inequality between women and men; has.4edito reconsideration of 

women’s role in the workplace, and has identified the problem of sexual 

harassment at work, the problem has not been adequately tackled.

The Courts in India have been concerncd in Ihis-direction;-In l^ct it’s the 

judiciary who responded to this problem for the first(time and evolved^effective 

measures to check the evil of sexual harassment in all work places.

In Vishaka v. Slate o f  Rajasthan^^ an incident of brutal gang rape of a 

social worker in a village of Rajasthan prompted' a ^No'n' Gdvemiriental 

Organization to file’a . Social Action Litigation'in;the vMdn’ble SupremleiGourt of 

India with an aim o f finding suitable method for realization of the true concept

'^AIR 1997 SC 3011
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of gender equality and to prevent sexual-harassment of working women in all 

work places through judicial process. In this case the Court for the first time 

ventured to throw light on the subject of sexual harassment and defined sexual 

harassment. The Coui’t observed:

“any act of sexual harassment is a clear violation oif rights under 

Articles 14, 15 and 21 of the constitution and logically it is also 

the violation of the victim’s fundamental right under Article 19 

(1) (g) of the Constitution to practice any'profession or carry on 

any occupation, trade or business with dignity.’

Finding the existing civil and penal laws in India inadequate to provide 

for the specific protection of women from the inhuman act of sexual 

harassment at work place and that enactment of legislation on the subject 

would take considerable time, the Apex Court issued detailed guidelines to 

curb the evil of sexual harassment at work place. The iguidelines inter alia 

necessitate the constitution of a Complaint Committee ’in; eveiy work 

organization. The responsibility of constituting such committee lies with the 

head of the organization. The committee should be headed by a woman and not. 

less than half of its members should be women. Further, in'order to prevent the 

possibility of any undue pressure or influence from the senior levels, such 

Complaint Committee is required to involve a third jparty, either a' NGO or 

other body familiar with the issue of sexual harassment..
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The offence of sexual harassment according to. the Hon’ble Court 

includes “such unwelcome sexually determined behaviour as:

1. physical contacts and advances;

2. demands or request for sexual favours;

3. sexually coloured remarks;

4. showing pornography; or

5. Any other unwelcome physical, verbal or non verbal conduct of 

sexual nature.”

Injhis pronouncement the Court, has prdexeiditheiemploypr.ortthe person 

in charge of the workplace to take preventive imeasures-by publishing and 

circulating the guidelines in appropriate ways, so that a sense of fear could be 

created in the minds of the persons daring to violate the dignity of workmg 

women.

r

Where such conduct amounts to a specific offence under the Indian. 

Penal Code or under any other law, the ■ employer ns 'directed to initiate 

appropriate actions. In other cases where such conduct amounts to misconduct 

in employment as defined by the relevant service rules, appropriate disciplinary 

action should be initiated by the employer in. accordance‘with those rules.The 

Court has also stressed that an annual report at the^'end'.of the year'containing
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the details of all such cases and steps taken should .be submitted to the 

Government so that an idea of the ground realities, could be conceived and it 

could also be conceived that proper action were taken. The Court stressed that 

the v̂ ^orkers can initiate awareness and may take other initiatives to curb this 

act towards working women jeopardizing their right to work with human 

dignity. Directions were also given by the Court to protect the women workers

against third party harassment and the employer or the person in charge has to
i

take all steps necessary and reasonable to assist the affected person in terms of 

preventive measures and supports.

Though the Supreme Court has used its powers, ̂ i^dery^.rticlej_^ of the 

Constitulion which renders these guide|ine.s as law dp^lared, most o,f the work 

organizations in the country have not. .implernented . t̂hem. The work 

environment of women workers is still hostile and, they are, still prone to sexual 

harassment. The fact that there is a hostile work .environment, created by the 

actS:of sexual harassment is major responsible factor .of a,problem of perhaps 

more far reaching effect: sex segregation in jobs:,.^Women .understand that 

behind the symbolism of masculine job descriptions lays aj very, real ,force:  ̂the 

power of men to harass belittle; ostracize; dismiss; marginalize; discard and 

just plain hurt them as workers.^^ There is no legislation till date to adequately 

protect women from this harassment and.abuse.^vAn^effort,ipf:the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court to provide temporaiy.guidelines„to fill-.jn the,existing.legislative

20
V icki S cu llz , “T e llin g  S tories A bout W om en and Worlc”, V ol. 103: 1749 Harvard L aw  R ev iew .
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gap has been futile because the directions are not given effect to in most of the 

work organizations in the Country and in those organizations where they are 

implemented a very poor result has been realized. The work environment of 

women workers is still hostile. This has become a means whereby men control 

women in the office or the boardroom.^’

In Apparel Export Promotion Council v. A.K. Chopra^^ the Supreme 

Court ruled that sexual harassment is a form of sex discrimination. It is an 

unreasonable interference with her work performance. It has the effect of 

creating intimidating or hostile working environment for her. Indeed each 

incident of sexual harassment of female worker at work place is violation of the 

fundamental right to gender equality and right to life with,personal liberty. It is 

incompatible with the dignity and honour of a female and should be eliminated.

Equal Pay for Equal Work:

Equal remuneration doctrine cannot be fulfilled only through legislative'
■ r . ' 1

and Constitutional provisions. Thus the interpretation of the provisions keeping 

alive the doctrine with wise judicial logic and reasoning is also felt'important. 

Judiciary has played an active role in enforcing and strengthening 'this 

Constitutional goal. The Courts through various provisions-have evolved new

S e e  generally , N am rata S in ghai, “Problem  o f  Sexual H arassm ent at W orkplace”, V o l. XII Central 
India L aw  Q uarterly  
“ a i r  1999  SC  62522
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and varied reasoning to support the application of the principle of e^ual pay for 

equal work.

In People's Union for Democratic Rights Union o f  ̂ In^icP the 

Supreme Court ruled that equal pay for equal work is based on the equality 

principle contained in Article 14 of the Constitution. The sarhe principle has 

found expression in the provisions of the Equal' Reinurierati'on"Xct,’i 976. Thus 

the non observance of the Act would amount to violation orArficle 14 of the 

Constitution.

hi Randhir Singh v. Union o f  /n< /̂a,?.1,CQnstruin'gvAr^^^  ̂ l'4.:and 16 in 

the light of the Preamble and Article 39 (d), the Suprerrie Court observed:

“The principle of ‘equal pay for equal;work’ \i's deducible from 

Articles 14 and 16 and may be properly , ;applied .to, cases of 

unequal scales of pay based on no classification, o r . irrational ’ 

ciassitication”

The Apex Court through various decisions^^’has ruled that persons doing 

similar work cannot be denied equal pay on th e ' ground that mode of 

recruitment was different. Further a temporary, or casual employee performing

Supra note  9
A IR  1982 SC  879  at 88 2
S ee , B h a g w a n  D a s  v. S t a t e  o f  H a r y a n a ^  AIR 1987  SC  2049; J a s p a l  v. S t a t e  o f  H a t y a n a ,  A IR  1988 

S C 1 5 0 4
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the same or similar duties and functions is entitled to the same pay as paid to 

regular or a permanent employee.

In Dhanvad District PWD Literate Daily Wage Employees Association 

V. State o f Karnataka^^ it was held that the equal remuneration act, 1976 was 

enacted for providing equality of pay for equal work.' The daily .rated 

employees and monthly rated employees in the 'S ta te .o f Karnataka where 

therefore entitled to pay like regular employees. But in State o f  Haryana v. 

Jasmer Singl?^ the Court held that daily wagers cannot be treated 4t par with 

regular employees holding similar posts. No distinction can be made in respect 

of wages between casual workers appointed directly (by :the,.employers and 

casual workers employed through contractors. However, a junior is justified in 

drawing higher salary due to the grant of selection grade.

In Ihc case Mcwa Ram Kanojia v. All Inciia jristitute^of Medical
S o  ^

Science it was held that jf the employer is not the siame the.principle of equal 

pay for equal work,would not be appIicable^iThe payimay also ibet'different 

when there is a difference in duties and responsibilities. I n / v .  

Union o f  India it was held that if the rank is. same and if; the ■ functions are 

different they may be treated differently.

1991 (II) L L J 3 1 8  
’̂ {1996) 11 see 77  

G o v t ,  o f  A n d h r a  P r a d e s h  v. P .  V . M .  P a n d u r a n g ,  (1 9 9 6 ) 7 SC C  II 
A IR  1982 SC  879
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In Stale o f  U,P. v. J.P. Chaurasia^^ the Court observed, that primary

inter alia evaluation of duties and responsibilities of the respective posts (would
i

reveal that) more often functions of tow posts may appear to be same or 

similar, but there may be difference in degree in the quantity of performance. 

The quantity of work may be same-but quality may be different that cannot be 

determined by relying upon the averment in affidavits of ffiemtere'sted parties. 

Further explanation on the point may be traced in the decision of the’ Supreme 

Court in Tarsemlal v. State Bank o f  Patiala^^ were the Court observed that the 

quantitative differences in regard to the degree of reliability and' responsibility 

cannot be put aside as irrelevant.

The principle of Equal Pay for Equal Work enyisag^s equality ;of pay for
!

men and women for equal work and the courts haye deliverediin this respect 

too. The principle is now applied to enforce equality.of pay,generally.,...

Gender Discrimination:

Gender discrimination in various areas o f employment is a; common 

problem. Women are exploited and denied their rights. Gender discrimination 

in the work area begins right from the appointment, lasts all through the. 

working life and continues even on retirement or. termination. Gender

. w A IR  1989 SC  19
AIR 1989 SC 3 1
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discrimination has roots in the mindset of the people and the laws are not 

always sufficient to tackle the problem.

Judiciary has been the guardian of women workers’ right against giender 

discrimination and has taken serious steps to reinforce the rights of these 

workers.

*20 •

Air India v. Nargesh Mirza is an example of judicial intervention for

the enforcement of rights of women workers against gender discrimination. In 

this case the Supreme Court declared that the condition of termination of 

service on first pregnancy is invalid as it was unreasonable and arbitrary and 

compelled the air hostess not to have any children and diverted ordinary course 

of human nature. The Court also invalidated the condition of terminating the 

employment at the age of thirty five and held tliat air hostesses coiild work upto 

the age of forty five unless they are found unfit,

33 *In C.B. Muthumma v. Union o f  India the Court held that the rule 

debarring a married women form being appointed 'to a post’ requiring her to 

resign on marriage would be unconstitutional as there was no: such'‘bar in case 

of man who loo was likely to be involved in domestic commitments after 

marriage.. In Maya Devi v. The Siate^^ the mandate of equality of sexes and

^"AIR 1981 SC18at 29
A IR  1979 S C I  868
1988 (6 ) SL R  4 2 1 , c ilcd  in Lotika Sarkar, “ W om an and the Llavv” , A n n u a rS u rv ey 'o f Indian L a w /  

X X IV  (1 9 8 8 ), 37 7
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right of women workers against gender discrimination was again reinforced; In 

this case the Court held the requirement of husband’s written permission for 

joining mid-wifery training by wife as discriminating on the ground of sex 

alone and was quashed by the Court.

hi Pandya Pramhankcr v. Director o f EUucaiior?^ the Court stated that 

when the regulation provides for the appointment of female' candidate to a 

particular post and even if a male candidate was appointed to the post under 

grants-in-aid code, the Court had to be satisfied that there was no female 

candidate and it would not suffice saying that the male was a better candidate.

Right to Health and Medical Aid;

Health of workers is becoming a matter of bigger concern with the 

growing recognition of role of human factor in production. Health is more than 

an absence’, of sickness in the individual andihdicatesHHe ‘state’of'harmonious 

functioning'of the^body^and the mind in relation to shis/her* physical arid sb'cial 

environment, as to enable him/ her enjoy worbto the fullest exterit'possible and 

to reach his/her maximum level of productivity : *

Health of workers has been a concern for the judicial^ too. Ixi^Consumer 

Education andResearchv. Union o f  Indic?^ 'the Supreme Court observed:

1988 SL R  6 9 7  cilcd  in ibldzA. 37 7  
^*^(1953)3 s e e  4 2
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‘The jurisprudence of personhood or philosophy, of the. right to 

life envisaged in Article 21 of the Constitution of India enlarges 

its sweep to encompass human personality în Jts, full blossom 

with invigorated health which is a wealth to, the workman' to, earn 

his livelihood, to sustain the dignity of person and to live a life 

with dignity and equality. The expression ‘life’ assured in Article 

21 does not connote mere animal existence or continued drudgery 

tlarough life. It has much wider meaning w h^h includes right to 

livelihood, better standard of living, hygienic conditions Jn, the 

workplace and leisure facilities and opportunities to eliminate 

sickness and physical disability of the ,v/prlgnen.-.Thei heâ ^̂  ̂

the worker is an integral facet of right to life.̂  Medical facilities, 

therefore, is a fundamental and human right to protect health,” ,

The right to health and medical assistance, was reinfprcedf by the 

Supreme Court in Kirloskar Brothers Ltd^rV. .Employees State. ̂ Insurance 

Corporation}^ The Court observed:

“In expanding economic activity in liberalized economy,'Part IV 

of the Constitution covers not only., the'.S tate .andiifits 

- instrumentalities but also the private industries) to>ensur,eJsafefy to

37 (1996)2 s e e  682
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the workmen and to provide facilities and'oppdrtuhities'for health 

and vigour of the workmen assured in relevant provisions in Part- 

IV which are integral part of right to equality' under Article' 14 

and right to life under Article 21 which are flindarriental rights to 

the Workmen.” '

Right to Livelihood, Right to W ork and R ight‘t6 Employmeht:

The judicial activism has led the co'ufts in'India to'take‘innovative steps 

by giving wide interpretation to the articles in Fuhdamenta! Rights'Chapter. 

With the Fundamental Rights the .courts haveoalso'•uhterpireted-iDirective
■4

Principles which though non justiciable are> takeh by the‘>fcoliit as Relevant, in 

testing the effectiveness of the governmental actions ̂ towards the'realization of 

the Constitutional rights of the people and the. directives beirig'directions to'the 

State are^.relevant in this regard. Such activism has evolved right to'work, right 

to livelihood and many other rights in right to life itself. The quoted decision of 

Supreme Court of USA by Field, J mMunn v. ////o«5 ''̂ i1̂ gives;.the

“By the term life as here used means ‘something mbre:tKan.\mere 

animal existence. The inhibition against: the. depriYatiom of. life 

extends to all limbs and faculties by which life ris !enjoyed.i”s

(1877) 94 us  113
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This observation of the American. Supreme Court has become the basis 

of the expansion of the rights contained in Article 21 of the Indian Constitution. 

The Supreme Court of India in Ogla Tellis v. Bombay Municipal Corporation"^ 

held that equally important fact of life, is livelihood because no one can live 

without the means of living. To • deprive a person of his right to livelihood 

would amount to depriving him of his right to live. Further in Francis Colarie 

v. Union Territory o f  Delhi the Supreme Court asserted:

“right to life something more than mere animal existence and said 

that it includes right to live with human dignity and all that will 

go with it namely the bare necessities of Jife,such,,as, adequate 

nutrition, clothing and shelter over head and:facilities; for.reading, 

writing and expressing...”

Through all these cases the course of justice, is idirecting’towards the 

recognition of right to employment. Though right-to :work:have-now been 

justified i as- containing various rights of workers-cwhich are guaranteed in 

Article 21 and thus right to work also stands guaranteed in Article 21, right to 

employment could not be recognized. The right -to; life-under^Article 21 is 

coined for all persons and is not confined to citizens.--Therefore, right to 

employment could not emerge as a right under Article 21', It is npt practical for 

the Indian economic condition to guarantee employment even .to the'Citizens. In

”  A IR  1986 s c  180
40 AIR 1981 SC 746
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Ogla Tellis*^ the Court opined that the deprivation' of a person of his right to 

work for earning his livelihood would virtually amount to ’ depriving his life 

which is duly protected by article 21. Thus right to work cannot be said to be
1 * I

non existent in Article 21. The non justiciale right to work under Article 41 

surely glitters as a gem in Article 21 guarding all rights of workers, except that 

it does not include right to employment. Thus it is for the judiciary to have
. I t i vl  . I I I ’  , IV . V 1 1 V ,  I ’ i i

recourse to some other provision to recognize right to employment to citizens 

in a manner practical to the Indian economic conditions.

Right to Minimum Wages:

To provide basic necessities of life to i workers j-.guarantee. :of certain 

minimum wage is necessary. If no protection- of minimum;wage -is-assured, 

workers will be open to exploitation at the hands; fo. employers*,-Though there 

are concepts of Fair Wage and Minimum wage whichf have come'Up and which 

guarantee better wages to the workers, but the Indian economy--h^s'not been 

strong enough to guarantee anything better than the Minimum Wages'.

Though there are laws Minimum Wages, in India the poverty, illiteracy 

and ignorance of the working class often cause them to settle for less than 

Minimum Wages. They are exploited by the employers and paid very low.

Supra jjLOte 39
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The earliest case showing judicial concern in this area is Bijay Cotton 

Mills Ltd. V . State o f  Ajmer'^ where the Supreme Court observed:

“The fixation.of Minimum Wages of labourers by legislature is in 

the interest of the general public and therefore it is not violative • 

of the freedom of trade secured to citizen un<ier Article 19 ^1)

\ i ) r

The Court further added:

“If the laborers are to be secured .in the enjpyment .of .Minimum. 

wages and they are to be protected against exploitation by their 

employers, it is absolutely necessary that restraints* should be 

imposed upon their freedom of contract and such, restraints 

cannot be in any sense said to be unreasonable. ‘ O n 'i the other 

hand, employers cannot be heard to complain .if., they''are 

compelled to pay Minimum Wages to their labourers, even 

though the labourers on account of their poverty and helplessness 

are willing to work in (fewer) wages.

In Express Newspapers (Pvt.) Ltd. v. Union the 'Court ̂ upheld

the validity of Statutory Minimum Wages • under^ 'Working Journalists

43
A IR  1955 s c  33  
A IR  1958 SC  57 8
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(Conditions of Service and Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1955 and machinery 

set up therein. The capacity to pay is one of the decisive factors in determining 

wages, but statutory minimum wage is the minimum which must be paid.

In Peoples Union Jor uemocraiic Kignis v. union oj maia me Court 

gave new dimension to Minimum Wage by justifying it under Article 23. The 

Court observed:

“What Article 23 prohibits is ‘forced labour’' or service which a 

person is forced to provide and ‘force’ may arise in several ways 

the word ‘force' must therefore be const^'ueditqinclude not; only 

physical or legal force but also force arising-from the,c,ompulsion 

of economic circumstances which leaves ,nq, choice pr^alternative 

to a person in want and compels him to provide labour or service 

even, though the remuneration receiyed fpr;;it ,is . lesS; than 

, minimum , wage. Where a person/provides labouii) .or .service, to

another for remuneration which is less than the minimum wage,
'f " .  i f

the labour or service provided by him clearly falls within the 

scope and admit of the words ‘forced labour’ under; Article; 23.

Such a/person would be entitled to, come .to* Court .-for 

enforcement of his fundamental right undei^:Articlei23 by\asking 

, . the Court to direct payment of the minimum wage; to. him; so .that

Supra Note 9
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labour or service provided by him ceases to. .be ‘forced labour’ 

and the breach of Article 23 is remedied,” ,

The judicial cognizance and recognition of various rights of the workers 

shows tlie judicial concern in the work world. The Courts have exhibited
r

dynamic attitude in ensuring the realization of the rights, o f workers, , sometimes 

even at the cost of encroaching upon the domain of the legislature. The Courts 

have played the role of catalyst in ensuring the workers,are.protected in an 

effective manner. Such welcome judicial attitude should .be .a . continuous 

process because if in the past constitutional policy making by, the judiciary has 

been an essential matrix of human rights of w.prking;people,,it>wiIlbe,no less in 

the future. The role of judiciary in the protection of rights of,workers has been 

tremendously appreciable.

Like that of the legislative measures, tremendous judicial activism also
1 O f .  i .  V ,1. * • '

has been of a little or no avail for the workers in the unorganised sector
k i ■ 1 n ,  V I 11 ' i < t .

including those engaged in tourism. Because of the nature of employment it 

becomes difficult to identity them. In the same context, lack of access to legal
. v l  W . i . l  . J .  . 1,

services and courts, add to the problems of unorganised workers. It is evident
r’,l . ‘ '■

from the judicial attitude that the future of justice in the area of labour will
? \  j /.• - 1, t . i . - . V ' - i ' 1H ’. '

draw the attention of the Courts more in the unorganized sector.-However this- 

will not be an easy task.
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The workers in-the unorganised sector they enjoy . little or-no 1̂ 'gal 

benefits. They also do not have access to flnance;;as .easily aS;,.organised 

industry. Further a^number of laws are interpreted or,applied in a .nianner that 

adversely affects their interests. Two propositions need elimination^ Positive 

laws, benefits and schemes are not available to these workers. Because they are 

unorganised or not recognised. Negatively, existing laws regulating trade and 

business, licensing of self employed, law and order, public nuisance, 

obstruction etc. are all applied to the detriment of unorganised workers and 

their interest and riaht to carrv on trade and business neacefullv.

It IS evident that the legislature has not been able to come up with a 

law for the unorganised workers. Whenever there "iVa‘question of the basic 

rights of workers judiciary has always upholding the spirit of the constitution
. . . .  1, , t ;vv- .. C .  U l i , .   ̂I v

taken cognizance and come to the rescue. Strong judicid'concern may evolve
i -

'  ̂ t  S  ̂ i  ■' I I v'k * k. t i

wise precedents for the protection of workers in this neglected ^rea of work and 

may also remind the legislature of this country the role and importance of this
i i . ;  i ‘ , '  ' :  ' i'  I . u  ii  1.1 ; , _

sector in the development of this nation apart from reminding them of their
i M  !.<:  I ■

duty to ensure rights and protections to these workers.
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